Quantification technique for the middle latency response.
Few objective analysis techniques have been developed for, or applied to, the auditory evoked middle latency response (MLR). This report demonstrates the applicability of the Fsp statistical technique (Elberling and Don, 1984) to the MLR time domain. Subjects for this study were 10 normal hearing young adults. The stimuli were 60, 40, 20 dB nHL clicks and a NS control. Evoked responses were obtained as a series of 10,000 individual traces for each stimulus presentation and analyzed off line to determine the applicability of the Fsp technique. In addition, the effects of filtering and time window size were examined to determine the optimum collection characteristics for the Fsp analysis method. The results indicate that the Fsp technique is a viable tool for estimating signal-to-noise characteristics of the MLR. When using the Fsp technique with the MLR the high-pass filter should be set to 20 Hz so that a 50-msec time window can be used.